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We shall not exempt neither an aesthetic effect that the unusual, faceted, 
dynamic, crystalline forms make to the viewer. Actually, among these 
heterogeneous and fragmented forms of sharp angles and pointed shapes, we 
recognize some of the characteristics of Gothic architecture, which has made 
some of the world's most beautiful buildings of architectural heritage. 
 
1.1. Composite  polyhedra 
In this paper we elaborate the formation of composite regular–faced 
concave polyhedra, because the possible types of convex, regular-faced 
polyhedra (Platonic solids, Archimedean solids, family of prisms, antiprisms, 
Johnson's solids, and  variations of  Johnson’s solids) are already examined 
[14], [18], [19], [20]. The final list of all convex regular-faced polyhedra are 
published by A. V. Timofeenko [13] 2009th.  
He gave a strict definition of composite polyhedra:  
If a convex polhedron with regular faces can be divided by somea plane 
into two polyhedra with regular faces, then it is said to be composite,  
where it is clear that this term applies only to convex polyhedra, while  P. 
Huybers [4], [5] and D.G. Emmerich [2] named as composite polyhedra even 
those that originate from the augmentation of uniform polyhedra by (Johnson’s) 
cupolae, which are not convex. Thus, we accepted the second stand. 
Concave polyhedra that originate in an analogous manner as the composite 
convex polyhedra, with congruent matching faces, are commonly referred to as: 
cluster polyhedra, polyhedral arrangements, close-packs or augmented 




Augmented  polyhedron is a uniform polyhedron with one or more other 
solids adjoined [21]. 
At the regular faces of uniform polyhedron, we can subjoin other figures  
with identical bases to the respective face of the polyhedron. Most often the 
augmentation involves adding pyramids (regular-faced, though not necessarily) 
(P1, J1, J2), cupolae (J3, J4, J5) or pentagonal rotunda (J6), [18], [19], [20].
 In this paper, instead of these solids, we will add concave cupolae of II 
sort that share the same bases (faces) with uniform polyhedra - Archimedean 
solids: 
a) truncated cube (U9), to which we add a quadratic concave cupola II 
(CC II-4)  
b) truncated dodecahedron (U26) to which we add pentagonal  concave 
cupola II (CC II-5)  
c) great rhombicosidodecahedron (U28) to which we add pentagonal 
concave cupola II (CC II-5).10 
  
                                                            
10 We deliberately omitted Great Rhombicuboctahedron - (U 11)  due to the limited scope of the paper, 
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5 3 
With axes in orthogonal 
trihedron disposition:  
orthometatri-
concaugmented TC (L 
and R) 





perpendicular axes : 
metaparaquadri-
concaugmented TC 
gyrate + parabigyrate + 








gyrate (E, M) + parabigyrate + 
egzometabigyrate (L i R) + 
mezometabigyrate + trigyrate 




With 4 co-planar and 1 
orthogonal axis:  
quint-concaugmented 
TC 
gyrate (E, M) + parabigyrate + 
egzometabigyrate + 
mezometabigyrate + trigyrate 







gyrate + parabigyrate + 
metabigyrate + trigyrate + 
ortotigyrate + quadragyrate + 
ortoquadragyrate + 
quintagyrate + hexagyrate (+9) 
10 
  total  56 
 
Table 1: Overview of the basic types of TC augmentations of and their variations 
 
This paper includes also a providing suggestions of the combining 
possibilities of CC II and Archimedean solids, in order to examine the potential 
of applying some specific cases in construction and architecture.   
Consider the example of parabi-concaugmented TC given in Fig. 4b. The 
solid in such a disposition is rested on the square base of CC II-4, the lower unit 
acts as of ground-level entrance area - the foyer, the basic premise is the very 
volume of the truncated cube, while the higher CC II-4 acts as a dome/ cupola 
in the architectural sense of the word. Given that the horizontal square face of 
the cupola covers the top of the polyhedron space, it is also possible for this 
polygon to be augmented by quadrilateral pyramid, which (along with other 
slope faces of CC II-4) assumes a role of drainage, such as roof planes. The 
dome area and the foyer area are possible to be divided into two floors, 
depending on the edge size (hypothetical edge of a triangle a = 5m), while the 
main space of TC can be divided into three floors. Thus, this structure would 
contain a total of 7 floors (without tower). Due to the orthogonality of the solids 
geometry, Archimedes' TC, this facility can lean with its faces on  the 
neighboring buildings in the line, on the corner, as it can stand alone. 
Another variant of modeling polyhedral structure of the proposed two 
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Design of polyhedral structures is a source of inspiration for research in 
the design of various forms of engineering structures. This leads us to look 
beyond the usual rectangular forms to which we are accustomed, and to turn to 
the world of more versatile shapes, including triangle, hexagon and other 
regular polygons. Some of polyhedral shape, such as Archimedean solids, 
thanks to its uniformity provide still under-utilized potential for use in 
engineering structures. 
Combinations of compatible polyhedral forms are not yet exhausted, and 
provide many opportunities for research. Also, the concave and complex 
polyhedra are being increasingly used in architecture, from the interior design, 
to the overall modeling of space and the structure of the building. Larger surface 
of those structures (as compared to convex) can be an advantage in recent 
architectural technologies, if we start from the assumption that it could be used 
in so-called. smart, self-sustainable buildings, which would provide space for 
the implementation of solar cells or the like. 
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